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an inTeLLecTuaL Sewer

In the summer of 1924, a newspaper reporter from the Worcester (Mass.) 
Sunday Telegram conducted an interview with the portraitist John Christen 
Johansen, who had been hired by Worcester’s Clark University to paint a full-
length portrait of its president, Wallace A. Atwood. The college was young, 
having opened its doors only thirty-five years before, but it had already made 
a name for itself partly by hooking its star to the newly emerging field of psy-
chology. A conference there in 1909 had drawn such luminaries of the grow-
ing discipline as Carl Jung and Sigmund Freud; it was to be, as the college still 
proudly points out, Freud’s only visit to the United States.
 Johansen was a successful, prize-winning artist and portraitist, and an old-
school and unapologetic representationalist who made a living painting the 
wealthy and powerful. He was in the mood to talk. The artist’s first anecdote 
was intended to demonstrate that, as a craftsman, he would have no truck 
with the romantic or the mystical. He told of a young woman who had en-
thused inordinately over one of his portraits.
 “Oh, you have got the spirit exactly,” she gushed to Johansen. “you have 
seen through the veil.”
 “Madam,” responded the crusty limner, “if there had been a veil there, I 
should have painted it.”1

 Johansen was just priming himself for an attack on his young contempo-
raries, who irritated him no end. For one thing, he was furious with what 
many were beginning to call modern art, which he felt was at best sloppy 
and at worst fraudulent. “There is no such thing as the modern or the new 
in art,” he said. “There is good, or bad. The ‘new’ artists want to approach 
their drawings from an intellectual standpoint. Art comes from the heart. If 
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it doesn’t, it isn’t art. They are not willing to spend any time on craft, in learn-
ing how to do things well. even a plumber has apprentices who have to learn 
their jobs.”
 Warming to his subject, Johansen expanded his argument to include the so-
called naturalists in both arts and letters.

 “The naturalists in all the arts have carried things to such idiotic extremes 
that they have superimposed on their work the very thing they set out to 
destroy—self-consciousness,” he said. “They were dreadfully opposed to 
the craftsmen in art and called them prudes. But when they themselves 
write or paint they do so desire not to be prudish that they swing to the 
other extreme and concentrate upon the obscene. you will find that to be 
true in the novel and in the ‘new’ painting. If there is no definite obscene 
subject, the lines themselves are obscene, and there is an obscene effect.”

 He also criticized the subject matter of the moderns. “Instead of taking 
the great point of view, they take the little one,” he went on. “They look at 
a small thing until it becomes too large to them. All great artists have done 
epic things, with proportionate epic figures. even Matisse is doing figures of 
a woman looking searchingly at a hairpin or looking at herself in the mirror.”
 Modernism was hardly new at the time. The movement, which, among other 
things, had caused artists of every type to reconsider everything—their subject 
matter, their methods, their materials, the very definitions and foundations of 
their art—had been building steadily since the middle of the nineteenth cen-
tury. The word “modernism” had entered the popular vocabulary following the 
outcries against such works as Marcel Duchamp’s painting Nude Descending a 
Staircase and Igor Stravinsky’s opera Le sacre du printemps. Modernist works in 
general were scolded by critics and mocked by the popular press.2 Of course, 
these reactions served only to feed the fires of the movement, since some of the 
disciples of the avant-garde largely saw a world separated into three groups—
artists, those who appreciated artists, and philistines. For some members of the 
avant-garde, the ire of those who did not understand was both a badge of honor 
and even a proof that one had indeed created art.
 Nor at this point did the steamroller of modernism show signs of slowing 
down. In literature alone, the 1910s and 1920s had produced T. S. eliot’s The 
Waste Land (the publication of which in the Dial was described by poet William 
Carlos Williams as an “atom bomb”);3 the serialization of James Joyce’s Ulysses, 
which resulted in a celebrated court case; and ezra Pound’s Cantos, poems that 
were dense and unyielding of their meaning even by modernist standards. So 
many isms proliferated—imagism, vorticism, futurism, Dadaism, surrealism, 
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cubism—that a couple of wags were able to fool renowned editors, critics, and 
poets into supporting and championing the movement of spectrism, which was 
a hoax.4 each movement came with its own manifesto, strident and earnest, 
puffing and blowing itself into paroxysms of aesthetic self-righteousness.
 Like other artists of his generation, Johansen feared what many saw in some 
versions of modernism—a force that seemed to want to overthrow the very 
rules of order that for him defined art. “The whole modern world has been mad 
for sensation and has cared nothing for ideas,” he said.

As soon as people have had one sensation, they hop from one thing to an-
other until they are so frightfully extreme that it’s paralyzing. . . . From this 
extreme there is beginning to be a reaction again from sensation. There 
should of course be feeling as well as thought but this search for sensation 
has been like a prairie fire, burning with no restraint. . . . Take a fire and 
put it under steamers and boilers, and it’s good for industry. But subject it 
to no restraints and it does only damage.

 The portraitist also gave some counsel to those trying to understand art. 
He again dragged from his store of cautionary anecdotes a hapless female. “I 
remember that a woman who had no taste asked my advice about buying pic-
tures,” he said.

Any academic mind can discover what is really best in paintings or pic-
tures. I told her to buy a $5 one, and live with it a while, then to buy a 
$10 picture, and live with it, and when she felt like it to buy another, a 
$15 picture, and when she had three she would begin to have a basis for 
comparison of values and she would begin to learn. . . . If people who go 
to exhibits would be honest and, instead of admiring things because it was 
the thing to do, would say, “I don’t like that, I think it’s awful,” there would 
be some hope for art.

 At one point during the interview, he trained his sights on an exhibit held 
earlier that year at the Worcester Art Museum entitled Exhibition of the Dial 
Collection of Paintings, Engravings, and Drawings by Contemporary Artists. The 
New york magazine the Dial was in many ways the premier avant-garde journal 
of its time, and one of its owners, Scofield Thayer, had amassed the works of art 
by a variety of modernist masters that comprised the exhibit.
 Johansen was not impressed.
 “The Dial,” he said, “is an intellectual sewer.”
 The Dial, an international magazine of art, literature, and criticism that was 
published in New york City, was considered by many the leading magazine 
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of the modern. There were other American magazines of the period that took 
greater risks, resulting in their being closed down and their editors fined and 
even imprisoned, but the Dial had learned just how close it could sail to the 
winds of censorship and had achieved a longevity unusual for a “little maga-
zine.” It also helped that the owners, Scofield Thayer and James Sibley Watson, 
were extremely wealthy and willing to run the magazine at a loss.
 Johansen may have felt safe in criticizing this influential journal and its of-
ten modernist contents in the pages of a small provincial newspaper that was 
unlikely to be read by the sophisticates of New york. But, unfortunately for 
him, Worcester was Scofield Thayer’s hometown, and although Thayer rarely 
returned to the busy, hardworking mill city that had afforded his family its 
great wealth, Thayer’s mother, Florence, and other relatives and friends still 
lived in Worcester, and many were heavily involved in the city’s society and 
arts scene. One way or another, Thayer was bound to hear about the article.
 Hear about it he indeed did, and in August Thayer initiated a campaign to re-
buff the forces of philistinism. He wrote to the newspaper asking for permission 
to reproduce the photograph from the Johansen interview for a piece he was 
writing in response for the Dial.5 Margaret Brandenburg of the Worcester Sun-
day Telegram duly sent the photograph and also asked if she might interview 
Thayer. A few days later, Brandenburg wrote to Thayer again, this time more 
urgently and now evidently working on damage-control. She had spoken with 
Johansen, she said, and the artist would rather Thayer not refer to the article 
because there were errors in it and his artistic viewpoint was not adequately 
represented. Thayer returned the picture, saying he didn’t want to use anything 
from the newspaper after considering the article. Unless the newspaper apolo-
gized for having printed that the Dial was an “intellectual sewer,” he said, he 
retained the right to criticize.
 In February, Brandenburg wrote to Thayer again, offering to profile him in 
the newspaper’s Sunday magazine. She would be happy to allow him to read 
the copy before publication, she said. Thayer was having none of it, and his 
response was coolly polite. “Thank you for your kind letter,” he wrote. “I do not 
know I shall be going to Worcester this winter. Should I do so, I may be able to 
get in touch with you.”6 In the meantime, Thayer got busy drafting his response 
to the portrait painter’s charges. He had ordered the Johansen article through a 
clipping service and began notating it. He underlined the headline phrase “Fa-
mous American Artist,” which he would reproduce in his article, sarcastically 
capitalized and centered on the page. Of the college president who was sitting 
for the portrait, and whom Thayer disliked greatly, he wrote, “One trusts noth-
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ing of Atwood will be good.” Overleaf, he tried out a few cutting lines and listed 
potential points of attack.
 His response was published in the May 1925 “Comment” section of the 
Dial. It used as its epigraph Johansen’s “intellectual sewer” remark and then 
proceeded to vivisect the four players in the matter—the city of Worcester, 
the local newspaper, university president Atwood, and, of course, Johansen 
himself. He began mildly enough, characterizing the city of his birth as “this 
wholesome and brimming receptacle of legitimate activity” and its newspaper 
as the city’s “outstanding intellectual effort.”7 He even allowed himself to be 
in agreement with several of Johansen’s points regarding art. But then Thayer 
went on to quote the painter verbatim and, point by point, to demolish his 
self-contradictory and often downright wrong positions. To Johansen’s asser-
tion that modern painters lacked skill, Thayer pointed out that artists such 
as Picasso and Matisse were quite able to paint in the classical style if they 
wished, but that they sought new methods of expression. Regarding the mat-
ter of painting to please oneself rather than the public, which Johansen had 
claimed to do, Thayer stated that it was Johansen, and not Picasso or Georgia 
O’Keefe, who was making good money painting flattering portraits of the 
powerful. As for Johansen’s story about teaching a woman to appreciate art, 
Thayer admitted himself utterly baffled as to what five-dollar, ten-dollar, and 
fifteen-dollar pictures had to do with the real value of art, not to mention how 
such a view squared with a man who claimed to paint to please himself.
 Finally, Thayer’s article linked Clark University and the Worcester Telegram 
by referring to an incident when the Socialist Scott Nearing was prevented from 
speaking at Clark after Atwood ordered the janitor to put out the lecture room 
lights and so end the offending lecture. The newspaper had supported Atwood, 
Thayer pointed out:

And that same esteemed contemporary journal, after regretting, upon the 
part of the student body of Clark University, misplaced interest in Free-
dom of Speech, adventured the following pertinent editorial observation: 
“Perhaps it is unfortunate Clark college boys do not indulge themselves 
more extensively in baseball, football and other matters of such critical 
importance in the lives of ordinary collegians.” That the natural interest of 
young manhood in athletic games and competition should be in America 
so hypertrophied as quite to expunge all moral, political, and intellectual 
interests from American university undergraduate life would appear to be 
not wholly insusceptible of explanation.
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